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Abstract: The seepage velocity and temperature externally manifest the changing structure,
gas desorption and energy release that occurs in coal containing gas failure under loading. By using
the system of coal containing gas failure under loading, this paper studies the law of seepage velocity
and temperature under different loading rates and at 1.0 MPa confining pressure and 0.5 MPa
gas pressure, and combined the on-site results of gas pressure and temperature. The results show
that the stress directly affects the seepage velocity and temperature of coal containing gas, and the
pressure and content of gas have the most sensitivity to mining stress. Although the temperature
is not sensitive to mining stress, it has great correlation with mining stress. Seepage velocity has
the characteristic of critically slowing down under loading. This is demonstrated by the variance
increasing before the main failure of the samples. Therefore, the variance of seepage velocity with
time and temperature can provide an early warning for coal containing gas failing and gas disasters
in a coal mine.
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1. Introduction

With the depth of coal mining increasing, the geostress, gas pressure and gas content also increase,
and the mechanism of a coal and gas outburst caused by stress and gas becomes complicated. In China,
regulations, such as the Coal Mine Safety Regulations, Provisions on Prevention and Control of Coal
and Gas Outbursts and others, are implemented in coal mines, and some measures, for example
protective seam mining and gas drainage, are taken to eliminate the risk of coal and gas outburst [1–6].
Other countries also set standards for preventing dynamical disasters in coal mines, such as the
American Mining Safety and Health Act, the Mining Safety Act in Japan and the Australian Mining
Safety and Health Act. However, because of the effect of mining and geological structure, it is
challenging to eliminate coal and gas outburst in the process of uncovering coal in crosscutting and
roadway driving, so some methods for prediction and prevention should be undertaken. Before the
coal and gas outburst occurs, some indicators, including gas pressure, cuttings, coal ruggedness
coefficient, acoustic emission, temperature and others change abnormally [7–11], and those abnormal
changes are used to predict disasters. Some scholars studied the characteristics of those indexes before
the occurrence of disasters by on-site and off-site experiments and simulation methods. For the rock
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outburst and gas outburst that occurred in Hullera Vasco Leonesa coal mine in Spanish which caused
injuries and fatalities, Toraño et al. [12] established a system that monitors the law of gas pressure,
desorption velocity and other parameters. Based on these monitoring results, they ensured the
desorption velocity as the optimal index to predict outburst. Stephen et al. [13] presented an obvious
change in the permeability and acoustic properties of sandstone by conducting an experiment of
sandstone outburst in the laboratory. Under gas fracturing, the samples deformed, and at the critical
point of failure, the acoustic parameters obviously increased [14]. Through micro-seismic monitoring,
Holub et al. [15] found that the microseismic parameters could be used to predict coal and gas outburst
disaster. Based on past experience of coal and gas outburst prediction, gas parameters as the prediction
index are the most used, with stress changes coming second, and other indices are only used in
exploratory studies. Because the geostress, gas pressure and coal properties are different in different
coal seams, the sensitivity of forecasting indicators is also different. This causes inaccuracy in some
predictions, especially when the index uses only few parameters. Therefore, the combination of gas,
stress and other indicators to predict coal and gas outburst has a positive practical significance.

During coal sample loading, the stress, loading rate and other factors cause changes to the
structure and rupture mode of samples, and these affect the seepage channel and velocity [16–21].
By measuring the fracture aperture and the permeability of gas that flows through those fractures,
Huy et al. [22] found that there was a linear relationship between permeability and fracture aperture.
Siriwardane et al. [23] changed the experimental, confining pressure by using pressure transient
methods, and found that confining pressure compressed the internal pores of the sample that caused
CO2 permeability to decrease. Connell et al. [24] studied the permeability law under different
experimental conditions, and proposed an analytical coal permeability model. Loading causes internal
friction in the coal body and that produces internal energy, and part of it scatters as heat that causes
change to the temperature field. The temperature change can be studied by temperature monitoring
and infrared measurement technology [25–30]. When coal, rock and other materials are under loading,
the action of failure and slip produce heat [31]. When the gas flowed from one end of an under-loaded
sample to the other end, the gas temperature would increase and the distribution of the temperature
field was affected by the flow gas [32]. So, the gas seepage velocity and coal temperature change is
the external manifestation of the change of structure, loading state, gas desorption status, and energy
release of samples under loading.

Using a self-developed testing system for gas containing coal samples, this paper examines the
seepage velocity and temperature of samples under different loading rates, and uses the results of
on-site gas pressure and temperature measurements to explain the experimental results. The study
offers a basic reference for further study of coal and gas outburst prediction using the coupled method
of gas and temperature.

2. Experimental Preparation

2.1. Preparation of Coal Samples

Briquette is an ideal substitute for raw coal for loading experiments [33]; therefore, this paper
used briquette to conduct the experiment and samples were made of coal from Liangbei coal mine.
Based on the study of Tian [34] and Ji [35], when the diameter of coal particles is between 0.015 mm
and 0.5 mm, the mechanical properties of briquette are great, so the #40 mesh sieve (0.45 mm) was
used to filter the coal powder for the experiment. The mass of coal, binder and water was selected
by rule of thumb, and the pressure and time of making briquette were decided based on the study of
Yu [36] and Hu [37]. The room temperature whilst working was between 14 ◦C and 16 ◦C. The subtle
temperature change does not affect the properties of briquette, thus this temperature change is not
considered. The steps are shown as follows. Pulverized coal particles passed through a #40 mesh sieve
were used. The 220 g pulverized coal, 72 g binder and 43 g pure water were weighed and evenly mixed
together. The mixture was put into the Φ 50 mm × 100 mm hole, which is in the mold. The molding
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pressure was 100 MPa and the compression time was 10 h. Under the abovementioned conditions,
the briquettes were made. To avoid the effect of rough surface on the experiment, we used sandpaper
to polish the upper and lower surfaces until they were smooth. The samples were placed in the oven
until the quality was unchanged. After that, those briquettes were placed into a container. And the
samples are shown as Figure 1.
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2.2. Experimental Devices

The testing system consists of a nitrogen tank (to provide the confining pressure), a gas tank
(to provide gas pressure), an integrated seepage velocity and temperature measurement device
(made by ALICAT, Tucson, AZ, USA), and the triaxial loading system that consisted of a pressure
machine (YAW4306, MTS Corporation, Eden Prairie, MN, USA) and a computer controlling load
scheme. The system schematic diagram is shown in Figure 2. It can simulate the gas seepage in a coal
seam under different levels of geostress.
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2.3. Experimental Procedures

Under 1.0 MPa confining pressure and 0.5 MPa gas pressure, the seepage velocity and temperature
of samples were tested at 50 N/s, 100 N/s and 200 N/s loading rates.

The detailed experimental procedures are:

(a) Coal samples were put into heat-shrinkable tubes, and a gasket was inserted. The surfaces of the
tube were heated by hot air, which made the heat-shrinkable tubes attached to the coal samples
tight, and then both ends of the tube were closed.

(b) Then the steel cavity was placed on the work platform of the loading system. The coal sample
was placed inside the bottom of the device, and a gasket was put on top of it (for sealing).

(c) After putting the lid on the cavity, the screw nuts were tightened. Next, all the pipelines were
connected and the air tightness was checked.

(d) The cavity was filled with 1.0 MPa N2, and when the confining pressure was stable,
the heat-shrinkable tube was filled with 0.5 MPa methane gas. When it was steady and had
remained stable for 12 h, the experiment under different loading rates (50 N/s, 100 N/s and
200 N/s) was conducted, and the data recorded.

3. Results

3.1. Seepage Velocity

From Figure 3, we can see that from the initial loading stage to before the peak stress, the seepage
velocity decreases. When the stress reaches the peak, the seepage velocity reaches the minimum value.
The stress continuously increases after the peak stress, and does so rapidly. This is because when the
stress reaches the peak, the main rupture of samples occurs, and fissures run through coal in a very
short time. This provides the transport channel for the gas flow. As the stress continuously increases,
the damage and cracks of samples continue to develop, and the gas flows more smoothly.
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Figure 3. The axial stress-time-seepage curve at different loading rates: (a) the curve of stress-time-
seepage under 50 N/s loading rate; (b) the curve of stress-time-seepage under 100 N/s loading rate
and (c) the curve of stress-time-seepage under 200 N/s.

In Figure 3a–c there are three curves showing the axial stress-time-seepage under 50 N/s, 100 N/s
and 200 N/s loading rate.

Under different loading rates, the initial seepage velocity V0 varies, and the time ∆T from V0

to the minimum seepage velocity Vmin is 325 s, 149 s and 98 s, respectively. The decreasing range
∆V1 = V0 − Vmin, is 0.5 mL/min, 1.3 mL/min and 0.3 mL/min, respectively. As the loading rate
increases, the time ∆T decreases, and ∆V1 first decreases and then increases. Because the value of ∆V1

is small, it cannot intuitively reflect the change of seepage velocity. So the decrease ratio K1 =
∣∣∣V0−Vmin

V0

∣∣∣
is used to describe the seepage change. Under different loading rates, the decrease ratio K1 is 38.5%,
92.9% and 14.3%, respectively. Namely, with the loading rate increasing, the K1 first increases and
then decreases.
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When the loading stress exceeds the peak, the seepage velocity dramatically increases.
Under different loading rates, the maximum Vmax is 15.5 mL/min, 6.5 mL/min and 9.8 mL/min,
and the increase range ∆V2 = Vmax − Vmin is 14.6 mL/min, 6.2 mL/min and 7.9 mL/min, respectively.
That is to say with the loading rate increasing, the Vmax and ∆V2 first decrease and then increase.
When the loading rate is 50 N/s, 100 N/s and 200 N/s, the increase ratio K2 =

∣∣∣Vmax−Vmin
Vmin

∣∣∣ is 1622.2%,
2066.7% and 415.8%, respectively. Thus, with the loading rate increasing, K2 first increases and then
decreases and this trend is the same as that of K1.

3.2. Seepage Temperature

Figure 4a–c has three curves, showing the axial stress-temperature under 50 N/s, 100 N/s and
200 N/s loading rate.

From Figure 4, we see that the coal sample temperature increases linearly with loading. When the
loading rates are 50 N/s, 100 N/s and 200 N/s, the increase range of temperature is 2.29 ◦C, 1.27 ◦C
and 0.74 ◦C, respectively. This indicates that the temperature increases more at higher loading rates.
This means that the loading rate can affect the mechanical properties of samples, which further
determines the amount of heat released. However, the load bearing capacity is not a key factor in
determining the amount of heat released. When the loading rates are 50 N/s and 100 N/s, the load
bearing capacity is not much different but the increased range of temperature differs substantially.
When the loading rate is 200 N/s, the coal sample exhibits the highest bearing capacity, but the
temperature increase range is smaller than that at lower loading rates.

After the peak stress, the temperature continues to increase linearly with time. The increasing
rates for different loading rates before and after the peak stress are shown in Table 1. When the loading
rate is 50 N/s and 100 N/s, the increase slope of temperature before peak stress is larger than that after
peak stress. The opposite phenomenon is observed at the 200 N/s loading rate.
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Table 1. Increase slope of temperature-time during loading process.

Loading Condition
Increase Slope of Temperature—Time

Before Peak Stress After Peak Stress

50 N/s 0.00681 0.00529
100 N/s 0.00609 0.00595
200 N/s 0.00516 0.00581
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4. Discussion

4.1. The Effect of Loading Rate on the Seepage Velocity and Temperature

The loading rate affects the final failure modes of the sample, and based on those, the cracks of
sample under different loading rates are drawn, as shown in Figure 5.
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In Figure 5a–c are the final crack types under 50 N/s, 100 N/s and 200 N/s loading rate,
and Figure 5d is the force analysis chart.

The loading rates have influence on the final form of coal sample damage. Based on the actual
test results, the sketch drawing of the final failure cracks is presented in Figure 5. As can be seen,
under different loading rates, the final damage forms all have a larger fracture angle and the failure
mode is dominated by longitudinal tensile failure. The failure surface runs through samples. However,
depending on the loading rate, a difference exists in the number and form of the cracks. When the
loading rate is 50 N/s, there are two cracks, one of which runs through the sample and the other ends
at the side of the sample. At 100 N/s, three cracks are generated at different positions at the top of
samples. Secondary cracks merge with the main crack and form the final crack. When the loading rate
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is 200 N/s, the number of cracks is the highest. Secondary cracks are generated at the top of the sample
and form the main crack. Two secondary cracks generated from the main crack finally converge and
end at the side of the sample because of shear effects and slippage. These drawings illustrate that with
the increase of loading rate, the number of cracks and rupture blocks are relatively more [10], and ‘the
outburst tendency’ is more obvious. The number of cracks that run through the samples is increased,
and the direction of the cracks has a smaller angle with the main stress direction.

Due to the effect of confining pressure, samples still have some bearing capacity after failing,
and this is called residual stress. Under different loading rates, the residual stress is 5.94 kN, 13.99 kN
and 18.62 kN, and its decrease range is 14.99%, 19.92% and 25.93%, respectively. In the failure mode,
with the loading rate increasing, more cracks are generated and the damage is more serious. This causes
a residual stress decrease and a shorter time before the samples completely lose their bearing capacity.

There are some differences of the seepage velocity before and after samples failure. Before the
sample failure, the seepage velocity decreases. This is related to how the coal samples are made.
The samples were made under 100 MPa pressure (equivalent to 200 kN). Therefore, the internal
homogeneity of the samples is better than coal. The peak stresses in the experiment are 18.7 kN,
17.4 kN and 25.7 kN, which are well below the molding pressure. Therefore, before failure, the sample
is in the plastic stage and there is no obvious transition from the elastic stage to the elastoplastic stage.
With stress increase, the micro-pores inside the samples would be more compacted, and the gas flow
channel is more obstructed, which makes seepage velocity decrease. When the stress reaches the
peak, the macro-fracture occurs and the cracks run through the samples in an extremely short time.
These provide channels for gas flow and seepage velocity increasing dramatically. After the peak
stress, the samples have some bearing capacity and with the stress increasing, the damage and cracks
of samples continuously develop such that the channel is made smoother, so that the seepage velocity
continues to increase until the samples lose their residual bearing. The stronger the bearing capacity is
after peak stress, the larger the increase range of seepage velocity. Compared with Figure 3, we see
that 100 N/s loading rate has the longest time from peak stress to losing residual strength and largest
K2 value.

Although coal temperature increases under all loading rates, the increase gradients are different
before and after samples failure. Before the main failure, crystal friction and slip inside the sample
produces heat that causes the seepage temperature to increase. Since the behaviors are a function of
time, the dissipation energy continues to release during loading and leads to seepage temperature
increase. At 50 N/s loading rate, the time from the beginning of the experiment to the main failure is
the longest, so the increase range of temperature was the largest. After sample failure, the seepage
velocity dramatically increases and gas takes away some heat. However, due to the bearing capacity of
samples, crystal friction and crack expansion inside the sample produces more heat to supplement
the heat of gas desorption, and that explains the continuing temperature increase after main failure as
shown in Figure 4. This also explains why the temperature increase range after main failure is lower
than that before the peak stress.

4.2. On-Site Verification

The Liangbei coal mine in Henan province has experienced coal and gas outburst, so it belongs
to the group of ‘outburst coal mines’. The main mining coal seam is 4.18 m in thickness and has low
permeability. The 11,061 mining face was selected as the monitor site and its upper part is a coal pillar
(for protecting the border) and 11,041 goaf and the lower part is 11,081 goaf. So it is an island coal
face. The integrated devices for pressure, gas flow and temperature monitoring were installed in the
machinery tunnel as shown in Figure 6. The pressure sensor measures the coal stress by connecting
hydraulic tubing and an oil pressure capsule inserted to a borehole. The gas pressure sensor is
connected to a flow sensor to measure the gas desorption pressure in the borehole. The temperature
sensor measures the coal temperature in the borehole [38]. The monitoring results over the course of
mining are shown in Figures 7 and 8.
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Figure 7. Real-time comparison between gas pressure and oil pressure during the mining process. 
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(1) The change of coal stress

The initial oil pressure in the capsule is 10 MPa when the pressure sensor is installed. It takes
time for it to be stabilized and fully contact with the surrounding coal. After it was stabilized, the oil
pressure in the capsule was about 8.6 MPa. The change of oil pressure was about 0.1 MPa in three days,
which verifies the stabilization status. The pressure value can be treated as close to the coal stress in
the borehole. In Figures 7 and 8, the oil pressure can be seen as the same as the coal stress.

From Figure 7, we can see that with the face advancing, the supported area gradually affects
the monitor point, where the oil pressure in the capsule increases, and the maximum increase of coal
stress surrounding the borehole is 2 MPa over 4 days. It can be seen that during mining, the mine
pressure of the 11,061 mining face as an island coal face obviously increased, which affected mining
safety. So pressure-relief boreholes were drilled to reduce the stress concentration and avoid high
pressure occurring. Pressure-relief boreholes were drilled near the monitor point on December 4th.
After that, the coal stress dramatically decreased by about 8.6 MPa and the time of coal stress decrease
continued for about one day. Comparing the stress before and after pressure-release, it was found that
after pressure release, the stress was only about 16% of the previous stabilized coal stress. With face
mining advancing, the stress gradually increased. Before the data acquisition device was disassembled,
the coal stress increased 2.6 MPa, and reached about 47% of the previous stabilized coal stress.

(2) The change of gas pressure

The gas pressure in the borehole can be divided into three stages by studying the monitor data.
The first stage was the gas pressure stabilization phase. In this stage, the gas pressure increased to

a stable value.
In the second stage, gas pressure is affected by the mining process. In this stage, due to mining,

the stress in borehole changed, and some gas in the surrounding coal runs into the borehole. Because of
stress increase, the coal permeability decreased and the storage effect occurred surrounding the
borehole. These caused a gas pressure increase.

The third stage was the effect of the pressure-relief boreholes. After drilling the pressure-relief
boreholes, the gas pressure decreased. It takes time for coal stress to reduce and fissures to connect.
Thus, gas pressure reduced slowly at the beginning. When the stress dramatically decreased and the
cracks surrounding the borehole are connected, the gas pressure rapidly decreased. Although the gas
pressure was extremely low, it still existed. From the monitoring data, the existence of the low pressure
gas was reasonable, because there was no seepage dynamic force to release it.

(3) The change of temperature

The temperature experienced increase and decrease that was similar to the gas pressure change.
From Figure 8 we can see that there was a dramatic temperature change after drilling the pressure-relief
borehole. Before drilling the borehole, the coal stress slowly increased with the advance of the mining
face, and because of squeezing and friction, the coal produced a larger amount of heat, and the
temperature increased by about 0.4 ◦C. After that, the coal stress decreased and some released gas took
away some heat such that temperature decreased about 1.3 ◦C. The temperature is mainly affected by
the stress, so the stress rapidly decreasing caused the temperature change. The temperature decrease
made cracks develop and open and that provided a channel for heat loss. The temperature decreased
slowly but not dramatically illustrating the heat lost at a certain rate. In Figure 8, there was a short
time in which the temperature rapidly increased, and that was possibly caused by coal squeezing
and friction due to coal movement during pressure release. However, because of the heat loss in the
channel, the temperature rapidly decreased.

After drilling the pressure-relief borehole, the temperature stayed low for a long time and kept
at a similar temperature to the roadway. As the mining face advanced, the temperature increased.
In the last stage of monitoring, because of high mining pressure in the 11,061 mining face, the roadway
deformation was serious, and the temperature slowly increased. This could be because of two reasons.
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The first reason is stress. Due to serious roadway deformation, the collapse of the borehole made the
temperature sensor completely attached to coal, so the coal squeezing and friction caused a temperature
increase. The second reason is gas. Due to stress increasing, gas started to accumulate in the borehole,
and this caused gas pressure increase and temperature increase.

Based on the above analysis, we can conclude that, during mining, mining stress affects the
characteristic of gas seepage and storage, the pressure and content of gas and the coal temperature
field. The pressure and content of gas are sensitive to the mining stress. Although the temperature
is not as sensitive, it has a great correlation with the stress. This agrees with the experimental result
described in Section 3. It verifies the feasibility of assessing the risk caused by the coupling effect of
mining stress and gas by monitoring gas pressure, content, and temperature in the borehole.

4.3. Potential Application in Gas Disaster Warning

In this paper, the critical slowing down principle is introduced to study the response of gas
seepage velocity with time during loading, and the seepage velocity is analyzed using the variance
that characterizes the critical slowing down.

From the coal and rock failure in laboratories to the coal mine dynamical disasters, earthquakes
and climate change in nature, there is some information about sudden changes before those events
occur. So applying the critical slowing down principle to study the effective precursor information
on the mutation has become a hot topic in recent years [39,40]. Critical slowing down is a concept in
statistical physics. Before the mutation where the dynamical system moves from one phase to another,
there is a scattered fluctuation phenomenon that is indicative of a new phase forming, which expressed
in range decreasing and other phenomena. Those phenomena are called ‘slowing down’ [41].

When a control parameter in a random mechanism approaches a critical threshold, the critical
slowing down will lead to an autocorrelation fluctuation and variance increase [42,43]. Assuming that
the state parameters change in the period t, the equilibrium regression is approximately exponential
and the recovery velocity is λ. In the simple autoregressive model, this can be described by Equation (1).

xn+1 = eλtxn + sεn (1)

where: xn is the deviation of system state variable from equilibrium; εn is random quantity meeting
the normal distribution; s is the mean square error. If λ and t do not depend on xn, Equation (1) can be
simplified as a first order autoregressive model

xn+1 = αxn + sεn (2)

where: autocorrelation coefficient α = eλt.
The autoregressive process of Equation (2) is analyzed by variance

Var(xn+1) = E(x2
n) + (E(x2

n))
2
=

s2

1 − α2 (3)

The rate of small perturbation recovery becomes slower as the system approaches the critical
point [42]. When the system approaches the critical point, the recovery rate λ tends to zero and the
autocorrelation term α approaches 1. From Equation (3) we know the variance approaches infinity.
So the increased variance can be seen as the precursor signal for the system approaching the critical
point. This is because the window length and lag step have a smaller effect on the variance of the
precursor information [43]. Therefore, the window length and lag step are chosen to be 5 and 10,
respectively, and the change of variance with time is shown in Figure 8.

Figure 9a–c has three curves, showing the variance-time under 50 N/s, 100 N/s and 200 N/s
loading rate.
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From Figure 9, it can be seen that the variation of variance is basically the same in each case.
At the beginning, the variance was near zero and undergoes no significant change. Then, it starts
a constant increase. This phenomenon is consistent with the study of using variance as the precursor
information [42,43]. When the loading rate is 50 N/s, 100 N/s and 200 N/s, the time for seepage
velocity to reach a minimum is 325 s, 149 s, 98 s, respectively. By using the variance to deal with the
seepage velocity, the precursor time becomes 321 s, 147 s and 93 s, and the time is advanced 4 s, 2 s,
and 5 s, respectively. The advanced time ratios are 1.3%, 1.3% and 5.1%. It can be seen that with the
increase of loading rate, the advance time ratio of variance increases gradually, from 1.3% at 50 N/s to
501% at 200 N/s, and the time of variance increasing occurred before reaching the samples’ maximum
carrying capacity.

Before main failure, the variance of seepage velocity with time is sensitive, so it can be seen
as precursor information for sample failure in the laboratory. Such information combined with
temperature and stress can be used as an early warning and monitoring indicator for on-site coal seam
failure and disaster.
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4.4. Potential for Implementing the Results into Coal Mining in China

(1) Based on Sections 4.1 and 4.2, it can be found that the loading rate affects the rupture model,
and with the loading rate increasing, the number of broken pieces increases, and the impact
damage model, as well the change in gas seepage and temperature is more obvious. When the coal
seam containing gas is mined, due to geostress and the advancing rate of increase, the phenomenon
of “loading rate increase” occurring at the working face causes stress concentration. These factors
increase the risk of dynamical disasters.

(2) When the coal seam containing gas is mined, the mining stress determines the characteristics
of gas seepage and storage, the change of gas pressure, gas content and temperature field.
Before dynamical disasters happen, parameters, such as gas pressure, stress and temperature,
change tremendously. Based on the critical slowing down, we established an early warning
model using stress–gas–temperature indexes and combined real-time measuring data of the
gas pressure, gas content (the two parameters could reflect gas seepage) and temperature in
boreholes, realizing real-time monitoring and warning of danger in coal seam mining. When the
monitoring indexes become abnormal, the model will provide a warning in reasonable time,
and certain measures of pressure relief are taken to decrease the gas pressure, gas content and the
danger of coal mining, which is important for coal mine safety.

(3) China has some of the most serious coal and gas outbursts in the world. The gas source is
36.81 trillion m3 and the area from which gas can be extracted and utilized is about 10 trillion m3.
The permeability is low in most coal mines, so gas extraction is hard. Due to the demand of
economic development, mining depth increases at a rate between 10 m per year and 25 m per year,
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and the mining depth is between 800 m and 1000 m in the middle-east. There are 47 coal mines
with a depth of more than 1000 m. There are a large number of deep coal mines with high gas
stress and content, at high risk of outburst in Henan, Anhui, Heilongjiang, Liaoning and other
provinces. Due to the high geostress, gas content, gas pressure and low permeability, the danger
of dynamical disasters is serious [44]. This paper studied the law of stress, gas and temperature
of samples and provides a theoretical basis for early warning of coal and gas outbursts using the
“stress–gas–temperature” model. The research achievements have great potential application in
early warning systems in coal mines with high geostress, gas content and gas pressure.

5. Conclusions

(1) Under different loading rates, the large fracture angle and the main failure mode (longitudinal
tensile and fracture face running through the sample) is the same, but the number and mode of
cracks are different. As the loading rate increases, the fracture integrity of the sample is gradually
weakened and the number of broken pieces and cracks increase.

(2) There is some difference of seepage velocity before and after sample failure. Before failure,
the seepage velocity continues to drop. After main failure, the cracks run through the sample and
provide channels for gas flow, so the seepage velocity dramatically increases. As the sample has
some bearing capacity after the peak stress, with continuous loading and the damage and crack
developing, the seepage velocity continuously increases until the end of the loading process.

(3) There is some difference of seepage temperature before and after sample failure. Before main
failure, the seepage temperature increases proportionally with time and inversely proportional
to loading rates; after main failure, gas desorption takes away some heat, and because of the
residual bearing capacity, crystal friction and slip inside the sample produce heat that makes the
seepage temperature increase at a slower rate.

(4) Seepage velocity has the characteristic of critical slowing down under loading, which is expressed
by the variance increasing before the sample failure. The on-site test result illustrates that the
stress can affect the characteristics of seepage temperature and velocity. The gas pressure is more
sensitive to the mining stress. Although temperature is less sensitive, it has a great correlation
with coal seam stress.

(5) The research results from laboratory and on-site verified the method of using gas pressure,
gas content (the two indicators reflect the seepage velocity) and temperature as an early warning
indicator for gas disasters introduced by stress and gas. Exploring the gas, temperature and stress
and other indicators to predict coal disaster has great potential and importance for the accuracy
and reliability on early warning of a coal and gas outburst.

(6) China has some of the most serious coal and gas outbursts in the world. There are a large number
of deep coal mines with high gas stress and content, at high risk of outburst in Henan, Anhui,
Heilongjiang, Liaoning and other provinces. Due to the high geostress, gas content, gas pressure
and low permeability, the danger of dynamical disasters is serious. The research achievements of
this paper have great potential application in early warning systems in those coal mines.
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